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BUCK AMERICAN ENGLISH: A SURVEY OF ITS ORIGINS AND
DEULOPM2NT 1.1:1) .1'13 11::11 IN THE TEACHING. OF

QLM/O5ITIGN
by bawara Anderson

Some educators have advocated the eradication of Black American
0

English and other Non-standard American English dialects in the sohool

training in order to bring about a change in students''communicating

adequately in our American society and in helping them to move up'

the social ladder. These edol.pajzors want emphasis put upon IStandard,

American Englis in the classroom for enrichment and refinement.
16,

Other educators emphasize the use of biloquialismor bi-dialec-
,

talism. These edu ators believe in the,users'iright to ccntinue to

use the dialectoth use at home (which, in Many cases is Black American.

English and ,the otn r Non-standard American English dialects) after

they (the tectud.ents) have learned the school dialect (Standard

AMerican English).

able to and should b

They do not endorse t

hence, they Stress gi

and/or Standard Engli

hese educators believe that the students will be
4

trained to shift dials when the need arises.

e eradication, approaCh to. Ilan- standard dialects;

ing the students an option to use Non-standard

A third group of ducator belieVe that Non-standard American

English should. be offer d to Standard American English users and

that 'teachers should no' try to change the language
)'

usage of Non -

,,standard' American Englis' users. Their belief is'expresscd in' the

idea of understanding, re pett, and tolerance for dialect differences.



approaches two and three have been used in the classroom

quite tuecessfully by me. -At present I am continuing to put more,

stress upon the up of lion-standard English-dialects,
. ,

espbcially upon the use of BliAck American English in the English
I.

composiotibn classroom, and this paper is, therefore, presented to

shcw of, I have attempted .to do this.
,

In America one often feels a de4inite -need to speak andto,Write

-

in Standard American English which.s the acceptable form of comm

cation in our complex society and 'whichaffects one's "succese i

a given social, educational,, cultural,, and occupational environment.

It is also the lan y t . t is habitually used with some

regional lariat n by'most educated persons whd speak English in

the United Sta es, an it aid in ease in communication in'our complex

society. .

Howeirer, today (as has'been the case in the ast few hundred

year6) there are4 many Non-standard American English p.ialecti that are

spoken by various socio-6conoMitlasses,and in.yariou geographic

areas and-that are effectively used to a very great deg ee by many

Americans. Black American English which is basically and 'ten called
. .

"Negro dialect," "dialectnireetl,talk;" "gutter talk," "8hetio,

talk,!' "Non-standard Negro Engliph," "ghettoesel"or "bad grammee

is one oX these dialects that is especially non-acceptab,lb.in many

American circles and in many American schools although regular -.

ly used by most of the 4pople who are in Ameri6a'n largest minori5ty

group, At this point it in necessary to say that the term "Black

American English" includes -an entire linguistic system---a variety

4
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of Standard American English distinguished from Standard American

'English.by features of grammar, phonology, and vocabulary'and used

by a group of people Who are socially set off :from other speakers

of Standard American English. However, Black American English is' /

not exclusively spoken la h11 blacks in America and may be said'to

7 be used maAltily among black Alith a low socio- economic status or'the
/ ,

:
.

lower working clas blacks who most qften live in the ghetto or in .

..

the inner-city. These blacks are.incorrectly said (by many educators)

to be "disadvantaged,"*."dull," ".oultually deprived," and unable to
.

cope with the type of language used0.n the educational setting'of the

mainstream middle class society in schools thoughout the country.

Yet, many high,school and college educated black Americans (often

products of the ghetto) use Black American English (in the appropriate
-

environments), but are also'able to smoothly'shift to Standard'

American English swhen the need arises or in appropriate environments.
7

The use of Black American English by black Americans is not an

indicator of their intelligence. It is quite evident that the

language .used by many black Americans is not distinguishable from that

language used by others of the same social class and region of the

United States.

Just lite.the other American dialects, Black American English

is a legitimate communication- device that has logic, coherence, and
.

grammaticalness as is.repeatedlY pointed out and supported by many out-

standing linguists. William Labor receiggAzes the complex and sophis-
e i

Lticatod verbal and language abilities(i.e., verbality, verbosity,
...

,
. .

, grammaticality, and logic) that Black American English users of a
--,,0*

16:

.

,
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Non- standard dialect possess.
1 Roger Abrahams further stresses this

.point.when tie says:

In' regard to the _supposed s&istandard:language of . k

lower-class Negroes, school investicaters are just
beginning to recognize thy t J.Negrt speech is a lan,Nage
system unto itself which diffw.s from "standard English"
in everything but vocabulary. J

*lack culture and black lifestyles encourage at almost demand

the u0e of fluency and verbal strategies that are not the same.kinAs

of rhetorical strategies and dialect that the mainstream culture uses

and thrives upon. Hence, black peoplelb application of the present

day black American dialect and black verbal strategies to their needs'
4

(mainly social and psychological) would appear to refute the so-called

(black) deficit and deprivation theories that are stigmatizing blacks

linguistically and rhetorically. Black Ameri;cans have extensively

used Black American English along with* e verbal .strategies, that

they have produced. This use of the black dialect and the following

black verbal strategies show how blacks are especially endowed with
.

.

great verbal abilities: rapping, running it downOiving, shucking,

copping a plea, sounding and signifying.^ The black Himericali dialect

has also'beeaveryeffectiVe in the nationally acclaimed black (mainly

oral) folk'literary tradition (black folk tal&s *bollnds, blUes,

spirituals, jokes, and secular songs) and in the mass, media (especially

the television and .the movies).

ThOsemainly teachers and other educators - -who maintain that

because some blacks do not speak Standard Amer can English they (blacks)

have no or poorly developeeverbal ab '.lities and skills, fail: to

realize the grecit 'importance that language,ployS sin the daily lives Of

O

,
0 .
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black Americans and especially brack ghettO dwellers. .Roger.Abrahams

ti

and Geneva Gay comment upon the; role. of language in'theIlack

community
.

Langui-ge in the largest sense plays a l'undamental

role in the probess of survival in ghetto neighbor-.
,hooda; in addition to being thc basis of acquiring
leaderthip, status, and success. The popularly'held
belief .that it takes brute physicarstrength to survive'
in the ghetto is a myth. 'It may help one endure tem-
porarily, but fists alone are not the .answer to sitr-

vival. S,urviVal is based on one5ktversatility and
.adeptness in the use of words. The man-ofirerds is
the one who becomes the hero to ghetto youth. Con-
sider the current conditions and compile a profile of .

spokesmen of ghetto.action groups. ,rise persons
in the spotlight are dynamic speakers whose jobs fret
quently depend on the effec:tive use of words, such
as lawyers and ministers. Verbal ability can make
the difference between having or nhaving food to
eat, a place to live, clothes to wear, Leing secure_

.
or risking.a,eomplete loss of ego. Therefore, for
a. member of street. culture, language is net only a
communicative device but also a mechanism\of control
and powert3

The major difference between,StAndard Americans English and:Non-

standard.Ameripan'InglisiL is the social status of the speaker using

the two dialects. Black American English as a variety of. Standard,
,

American English. differs from Standard American English in some

significant areas. When Black AmerIcan''Inglish users do not use

.
Standard_American English, we say that they deviate,frob Standard

, .\

AmericaWEnglish and.dthat such'a deviation is a DIALECT INTERFAIENCE

and 'net an "error" in the use of Standard American English.

In America it has been assumed that Standard Ameridon English,

.

. must be taught at all levels, in'all schools, and to all students.

It is believed .1n, this country, today that the Von-standard speaker

.
must be taught a second dialectStandard English--if that school

It
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desires to prepare them for life in the so-called read world. .It

has also been assumed that Standardlmerican English is superiorto'

hny of the. Non- standard American EngliSh dialects. -The idea that

Standard_American English which was early attached to the speech Of.

a Certain class and locale of the country is inherently superior t

ether-dialects came about in the 16th and the 17th centuries, grew

in the intellectual climate of -the 18th century, further grew and.
.

was preser:ired'in 19.th century pedagogy.

Recent research on Standard and Non-tiandard American English

dialects has revealed that the differdnce between the 'two Are suPer:-.
ficial. Present day linguists and other educators point out that

all dialects are equally systematic and capable of serving the

communication needs of the people who use them. No one dialect is

better thanianother.. Qommunication in the .United States is net-

curtailed by the diversity'of American English dialects. Such :out=

-

standing, linguists as Roger ,Shuy, Raven and Virginia NeDavid,

Labovvklilliam Stewart, J.L. Dillard, Ralph W. Fasold, and Walt

Wolfram have done extensive research:on Ameripan dialects and have

didpelled many of the non-sense notions, speculations and opinions

held earlier about Non-Standard American Bngllish dialects.

There are many problems that the English, composition teacher

faces as he attempts to,get his students.to mainly write .and speak

fluently the acceptable fort of, Standard Americh Lnglish since this

is the language of the scnool and the lan4g,uuge of the social climate

of our Mainstream and, middle class culture. Yet, Black.American English

as a Von-standard American English dialee, hagreAt potential as an.4 .

effectiVe, rewarding, and workable instructional tool in the-English

composition classroom.

s 8
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, ,Thomas Koehman notes the "growth, and development of speech

students--especia4 lly:biack Americans-are permitted.to

use Black Americari English as,a part of their learning tivities: t

.

envision such development to be in the form (:),X*
Vocabulary enrichment 'and sentenceexpansion, with
vocabulary items embodiing codeptualizing'elements,
sand sentence expansions; Which inVOlve the learning
of operations such as embedding and. conjoining,
developing cognitive processes: the perception
and expression of relationships, etc. ^4, ',71'

William Labov exposes the conventional views aku,t the cultural
4'

and verbal deprivation that, follows 'those who use. Black American,

English:

The concept of verbal deprivation has no basis in .

social reality: in fact, Negro chinreri in the
urban ghettos receive a great dear of voibal
stimulation, hearllilort well-formed sentences than

-middle-class childr'en, and participate fully in !A
highly verbal culture; 'they have the' same basic
vocabulary, possess the same capacity fer con-.
ceptUal learning., and:Use the same logic as any
one else who learns to speak and underst-and En'g1ish.5

Robin Burling also comments upon thP dCsirable and advantageo

use of Bladk AWican

.To dismiss his speech as simply incorrect ox
inferior burdens the Negro who grows up in 'a.

northern ghetto with a nearly,insuperable problem.
To speeksnaturallywith hisparents and to compete
with,his contemporaries,on the. street, he simply
bust learn their variety of English. . The
language he first learns is a rich and flexible
medium in its own terms, and it can be used
effectively,it-bost situations he encounters In.
daily life.°

.e!

One can see, therefore, that great value can be derivt.d by
.

blncks and'whites from the use'of Black American English. A positive

outcome can result when Black American English is uscd by,blackd in

the community for purposes of Oultural'identify, pride, and'uni7ty.

its
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Fqi Instructional purposes, tyre ,use of the black American dialect.
. .

can provide. comfort and relaxation in langW.ae usage in educational

activities and the classroom environment for black *, and it can

PP
provide a mediueto aid both blacks and whites to shift to

Standard American English wrien the need arises. The'use of Black
su

American English by blacks in the English composition classroom will

aid them in gaining an awareness of.the legitim4te use of the dialect

for appropriate purposeiand situations-and.for,helping them to remove

negative attitudes they have towards them'selvCs because of their 'Use

of Black American English. The use of 'Black American Englishin

the English composition,clasSrcom will help to expand black,

students"intellectual potential with more relaxLtion and without

the disadvantage of fear and the 'inferiority labels that often

follb them into the' educational setting of the mainstream culture.
.

White students will be given a chance to i blacks and their

dialect (BEA) with a more positiVe attitue and with more, respect

when they see the .constructive 'and effective use that is made of

Black American English in thp English composition classroom, in

the comm ity, in mass media, in literature, etc.,,and when they

hre made mare of the linguistic and systematic equality of Black

American E glish to other'AmeriCan dialects. Since Black American

English will:not be automatically eradicated frbm use in America, \ .

whites can also be given 'a chance tor understand. and to comiorbhend

blacks who exclusively use and will continue to use Black American .

English, thus bringing about more harmony and better communication

between the races.

'10 .
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In ordsr, for the stud'Onts and the teadher cwith no .knowledge

of these facts) to fully understand the value and thp significgnde

of Black Amerlcan'English as it may be used is taie,classrocm,'it is

necessary for them to understand the historical background,concerna

ing both fact'sand beliefs'about the origins and the development of-
,

Black American,English as a ling4istic system. Educators needto be

vware and more conscious of these notions, and they heed' to consider
'.r,

4
the validity of them if they are to do adequate jobs in the classroom.

Black Ameri can English had a development that differed from

that of other American social Snd_regkonaldialects.- It did ,mot

etfolve as a result Of geographic diffusing, bUt it came aboUt-as a

result of the pidgtnilation-creolization process.that started with

the slave trade'in West Africa.
A

Just what variety of English was first used by the black 0

Africans, who were transported to American sal has fdrmany years

been a subject for speculation by many scholars and linguists. Some

notions about Blitckqmerichn,English have been purely.speculations.
that were based upon Ao research and, hence, were quite impression4

istic opinions. The more recent notions are backed up by sometypt

4 0
notionsof sound research. The bases for the eenti'r around the

,following influences that are said to haye been the ba.tic forces that
.. ..

, ,
. .

brought about the birth-and development_of Present7-day Black American

English: West African (language) influences, U.S. slave trade
.

,
.

influences, U.S. Pep.° slavery, isolation/of blacks in'the United)
.

. .

States (on plantations and later in ghettos), and Southern (U.S.)

white influences. My aim here is,to present the development of
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Black American English from the
/
ear lest days pt the slave trade

to U.S. colonial days'and on to the-present day) as it eVolvdd

from Wet African.languages and was shaped by' these influencbs.

When appropriate, explanations and examples will be giverito-iflus-
.

traie certain syntattic, morphological: and phonological features of
. --

--L'
present day BlOk itmerican,English. that are derivLd from some influence

.

. . - - .
- .

aspect"or from some ofa particular developmental stage.

Early views concerning the brand of English jged by blapk

African's during the 17th and the 18th centaries-in Ameh.ca are very

diffetenl, from more recent notions.. Such writers as A.E..Gonzales,
,

..

Geollce Krapp, Reed Spithe John,Beanptt, and Mason OrUM saw. the brand

of black dialect called'Gullah or otter representative types of black.'

American Speech as forms that wexe ill formed and edly used version
.

of English, and they have, hence., Produced stigmatWng and negative

attitudes towards the black American dialect. Most of these writers

assumed that all ofAthe features ofithisi black dialect Of English
$,

had evolved from 17th anddeth century British dialects spoken by.
e

, overseers and masters to communicate with slaves and it is evident

that at ,least some of the leatures of the black dialect did come from

that source. It is alqo evident,, howeve'r, that these early writers
. ,

did not consider
.

pogsible Africel influences updn the language used
.

0 by bl k AfriCans in America. Some recent researchers,-..investigators,

4 linguists have dispelled'some of the early notions about the non.

Afridan influences upon Gullah'and a black creole in their rejection.

of theories claiming exclusively 'British origins of black English.

l

12
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1 Lorenko Dow .,Turner (wilo gives some evidences of the creole theory of.a.
', .

blaek:Eniiish)had done much in this area of his Study, Africanisms
.-.

. ..c ih:the
.4

GuMg'Dialect, as.have WilliaM Stewart and Raven and Virginia
S.

.-
,Madv,I,d in p' numbed 'of articles.

,.
,, .

. .

. " When.the rst black people were brought to America from the. , .

.

West.Cipoastli Africa, they weTe:speaking the variollts languages of
.

that regiori. S the institution of U.S. Negro slavery began to
'

.take hd0 In.America:in the late 17th and the' early, 18th centuries,'

many,,blackS.starfed-to take their speech formt from both their
.

American and their British masters. Hence, some of the bIackrpro-, ,

nUnalitiOn features have roots in tie speech of cultured Virginians14.

of 4h:e.-alfonial period and also in the pre RevolutIon British ,dialects.)

.N

$ Qk.,great majority of black dlaveswere-brought directly from.:.-
., . ,

Afri64n As years, before and for'al
.

ang time aftef the RevolutiOnary,-,
...

'N...... sr,
,War. Some slaves were also. brought fromvthe West Indies., Im 1808,fM44. 7- '4'' 5..-... --,,,..z.e.. . .

Y . .

Congress prohii4ted the importatiOn of slaves, but slaves were still
- .

brought 'in ancr.thecontraband traffic continued untiI,the days Ofthe,

.Civil.War.- Slave's were taken front places where, slave ships could,,

-frequent-naiely on the West African co&st.from the Sene al region

to the southern lines'of PortUguese West Africa.

. It.is evident historically; that` the African slaves in America

were,not able to:scontintle to use their native languagest 'M.N.. Mathews,

.
.

,,
, .

give's his interpretation of black Africansi'first attempts at an
.

, acquisftion of. English: . ,

,,,.
.

S. J

They (back Africals) were landed at such'
places as New Orleans, 'Sav'annah,,and Charleston,, and
f:':om such centers 'hey were sold, in all direction's.:

. The chances for those coming from the same dialect
area in sufficient nuMbes to make .it, possible or

, el
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;desirable for them to make any use of their ancestal
speech were very slight indeed. The only course for
them was to learn as quickel,y as possible the language
of those whom they served.i

It should be noted here that the masters of these black slaves .

were interested in getting work-done and not in teaching blacks how

to 4pcak English.1 There seems here to be clear basis for much of
,

Lorenzo Turner's belief that Gullah (and, hence, my contention that

lack American English today) possibly could reveal some aspects Of.

those. West African dialects that the black Africans must have

retained as they sought-to use English as it was.spoken in the 17th

century.

There seems to'be much evidence that Gullah or Geechee which

must have had some iniTuence upOn the origin and tha,developmeht of

present day Black kAmericah Ehglish'was influenced by the West African

'languages. The black dis4ect (Gullah) was spoken W exslaves.and

their descendants who lived in areas extending from Geoigetown,
...

. .
..,,,

. South Carolina, to the nort4prn boundary of Ylorida and Could be
. .

heard on the mainland and t'on
.

the Sea Islands in Ciesurrounding

)
region.

By 1858 a number of recently arrivgd slaves were brought to

Squth Carolina and Georgia. They were.trom a'section along the

West Coast of ;Africa which, extended from Senegal to- Angola., Turner,

in ,his studSrl'Afric&niSms in the Gullah Dialect, lists the areas

from which these black Africans came as Senegal,,Gambia, Sierra

Leone, Liberia, the Gold Coast, Togo,:Dahomey, W.geria; and Angola;
.

and tie liSts the West Afnican languages which have some similarity

to Gullah us Wolof, Malinke, Mandinka, Bambara,,Fuia',. Mende, Vail,'

Twi, FanteT-Ga4 Ewe, Fon, Yoruba, Bini Hausa, Ibo, Ibibio, Efik,

Kongo, Umbundu; and Kimbundu. /

1 4
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Some scholars believe that Gullah has many features of some

British dialects of the 17th and 18th eecturies; they have, Jtherefore,

assumed that Gullah is partly a survival of a simplified "foreigner

4" which the white people, during the early period of slaVery,

,
used in communicating with the black African slaves.

A.E. Gonzales, it newspaperman in Charledton, in 1922 made the

following remarks about Gullah and its users:

Sloyenly and,careless of speech, these Gullahs
seized uponhe peasant,English used by some of
th ea4zosettlers and bythe white servants
of\the 1Aalthier colonists, wrapped their cluMsy
tongues about it as well as they could,, and,
enrIched!,.with certain expressive African words) .

itissued through their flat noses and thick
lips as so workable a foim of speech that it
was gradually adopted, by the other slaves and
became in time the accepted Negro speech of the
lower dtSstricts df South Carolina and Georgia

Gonzales continues by saying.that "they (blacks) seem io have

picked not a single jungleword for the enrichment of their own

speech."9

Melt early'scholaxs such as Dr. Reed Smith of the University

of South Carol in 1926 'self Gullah as a, dialect which blacks had

composed from. '0,'a sizeable part of.the English vocabulary as spoken
.

on the coast by the white inhabitants from about 1700 01, , , and . . .

changed in tonality, pronunciation, cadence, and grammar to suit

(-

their native phon

i
tic tendendies, and their existing needs

.

of

expression and coMmunication. u10

.

15
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A similar type contention about the Gullah dialectwas made

in 1930 by Dr. Guy B. Johnson of the University~ of North Carolina:

But this strange dialect turns out to be little
more than the peasant English of two centuries
ago. From Midland .and Southern England came
planters, artisans, shopkeepers, indentured
servants, all at whom had more or less contact
with the slaves and the speech of these poorer
white folk was so rustic that their more
Cultured countrymen had difficulty in-under=
standing them. From this peasant speech and_
from the 'baby talk'' used by m:sters in
addressing them, the Negroes developed that
dialect; -sometimes known as dullah,which
regains the c -ristic feature of the
oulture of the Negro of South varolina and
Georgia 11

Those above mentioned writers paw few African influences upon-

the Gullah dialect. A Columbia University irofessor, 4G.eorge.Philip

Krapp, in 1924 contended that the white raster during the days of

slavery used, "a very much simplified English--the kind of 4nglish

some people employ when they talk to babies" to communiOatd with

black slaves. 12 This language, he asserted, had no verb tense,. no

distinctions between cases of nouns and pronouns, and no kinds of

markers for singular and plural, witir"difficult soundb eliminated,

As they are.in-"baby-talk," and with its "vocabulary. reduced to

thellowest possibleelements."13 An infantile English as Krapp

bellevA was developed as these-blacks sought to communicate with

,one another. Professor Krapp further gave the opinion that "very

little of the dialect perhaps none of it, is derived from

sourcts Other tha4 English. In vocabuafry, in ,syntax, and pro-

nuncinion;-praatically all of-the forms ;of Gullah can be explained

.
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'on the basi2 of English. . ." 4 joRhBennett also pictures great

white influences upon the Gullah dialect' and he considered it as

11speech . conspicuous for its short cuts. ,Its grammar, which

is but an abbreviated and mutilat d English grammar, knows no rule

except to follow the line of least resistance, Vic ate all rules of

logic, and s ust thLt which is atural and to he pointY,15
,

The above entioned interprete s of the sources of Gliashow

their lack of knowledge about the li guistic baCkground of 'Africans -

who were brought to America., Lorenzo Dow Turn
/T

lwho knew,something;

/.about African languages, however, did see and/fulfilled the need to.

study those African influences upon Gu lah--influences that in many

cases are present .in present day Black meritcan English. Inyan at empt
/

to' remove much of the mystery and the co fusion about the Gullah*.

4,

dialect and in an attempt to disprove doit,e earlier beliefs .and notions

held about Gullah, Turner sttdied-the lan uage used by blacks in the

coastal South Carolina region--Waccamaw, J "so, Johns, Wadmalaw,

Edisto, St. Helena, and :Hilton Head Islands those in-the,Georgia

region, .were Darien,- aarris Nieck, -Sap'eloe Is and, St. Simon Island,

and St. klarys. The following tribes were t e original vest African

ancestors of the blacks in the areas Aist men coned; the Twit the

Dahomeans, the Mandingo, the Yoruba, the Ibo, the northern tribes
-.

of Nigeria, and the-Ovimbundu.
-..

4

William A. Siewarteis among the linguists nd scholars' who.
\ -.

'-belaeve that a black American dialect gbt start 'd bp'a form of
, -

pidginizednglith and that it Was'used in the itish colonies
,.

-.
, i

"7I

-a



where it was passed doWn frcm one generaticn to the next as a creole

languL
/

ge. Stewart asserts that "it aeas some of the particular

syntactic features of American Legr, dialects are neithz.r skewings

nor extensions of, white dialect patterns, but are in fact' structural

vestiges of an earlier plantation creole, and ultimately of the

,original slave-trade-Englishwhibh gave rise to it.44 'The reason

why this pidginiZed English has been found to have been in wide-

spread use in the New World might be because it did not originate in

America as an isolated and accidental language ford; it had it origin
I

in the West African coastal slave factories- and in the trade -centers

of the alrea.

TO/Stewart therefore, it seems possible that some,Afxicans ad

4 knowledge of the pidgin English when they Were broughtlto Americandt

/
soil. -0-tewart ifurtherexplains his notions about the development

of WesOtfrican pidanized English and a creole language that blacks
.0

used fit.

a
. Another change which took place in the New Wild
population primarily during the course df the
eighteenth century was the social cleavage of the
.New World-born generations inti,underprivileged'
field hands (a continuation o ?the older, almost.
universal lot of the Negro slue) and privileged'
domestic servant. The difference in prilalege 0
usually meant, not freedom instead of bondage,
but rather frftdom from degrading kinds of labor,
access to the 'big house' with its comfort and
'civilization', and'proximitiIo the prestigious.
'quality' whites, with the opportunity to imitate
their behavior (including their speech),andto
wear their clothes.. In some caset, privilege
included'the chance to get an education and, in
a very few, access, to wealth and freedom.. In'
both the British Colonies.and thellnitqd States,
Negroes belonging 'to the privilegA group "were.
soon able to mbquire a morcstandard variety of
English than.the creole of the field hands, and,s '
those who Managed to iLet a decent educaticn,bechme
speakers of fully standard and often eletant
English. This eems to have become the usual
situation by the earlyr4800s,, and remained -so
through the Oivil
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Hence, he believes that the uneducated field hands and often

the users'of Gullah perpetuated the use of creole-English frob

colonial times down the days of the Civil rear. This creole

Englieh did after the Civll War lose some of the distinc-tive creole

features and was eventually influenced by the written English language .)

and some loca4, white (mainly, Southern) dialects.

In many ways the dialect used ,by blacks in America is quite'

d-
similar to \thr t whicir many Southern (U.S.) whites use. Hans Kurath

strongly supports this statement Jai his, em ks e.about the whit

.influences upon Black American English:

24Y_By andYlarge the Southea.Negro speak the
language of the white man of his loca Ity or
area and of his educatidh. .', the peech of
the uneduca'ted Ne0oes . differs -ittle from
that ofthe illiterate white; that isa, it exhibits
the same regional and ,lacjA variations as that
of the simple- white folk.

anu.marguerite Herman, how ever, d8 nio't find such outstand-.

ing white influenc.els upon a black American diarect, for they believe

that\liinsteJd of being.dompletely influenced 1t White, Colonial speech

-(which in turn wai'influenced by Scottish, Irish, and British), the -

Negro may have c =ontributed much -Co the white Southern speech and

9."may be responsible tor Many Southern dialect variants.' I.

It is evident that neither Gontales nor Reed Silith'were trained

in' the history of the English language and that their Niew area

\colored by ii'Eitrbnizing views of black people. Hans Kura'th, George
. ,

yhilipKrapp and Raven I,McDavid did have such training in English

. 'but-were unaware of the African languages that Lorenzo, Dow Turner

kne . -Statements by Kurath, McDavid and Turner seem to be more
-

ble and, hence,, more believable. I do not put much faith in the'

state cents by SMIth, Krapp, End. Gonztiles.

A

1 9
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. In oruer to show how the West African languages did in many
. -

.

.Ways. >
v

0
6

ays (thouLh hot in all w,as) influence the deeldpment of a Gullah N

.. .
. '

..

diLlect Welch 'also may- be said to have had some inffuences upon

present day Black American English,, the following sidilarities'in

syntax, morphology, and phonology between the three (West Afripan

languages, Gu llah, Black American English) are presented. Examples

and/or explanations ,(which are observations that the writer of this

paper is making apouttfre present day b4ck Amefiban dialect) are ,

.." .

taken from present day Black American English and willserVb as the

.bates for the similarities-between the language forms.

Turner's descriptions (found in' his Africanisms.in the Gullah Dialect)

will serve as explanations for this analysis of the, features or char-

a'pteristicsommon to all t r e language forms,that contain same
.

frican featilres.6

t
Syntax

11"

e

Some of the most striking similarities in syntactic features'

bet en Gullah and the West African languages (and pence Black.

American English of today) can .befoiind in the use of the verb "to be

and in.word order-(among-other,thingS).

"to .he" as a verb of incomplete predication.

The verb dal.s used in a present, past or even future sense,

dependent upon the co t9xt in theGullah dialect., It cali.

also be used in a similar manner in many West African'

languages.
4

EXA!ZLPLES -I,be tired after I work at night.

She be her all day.,

Oindy always be araund helte&.

They be at school regularly.

20
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2. Word order. Many characteristics thitt'ate not found in

the English sentence are Tound in sentences of Gullah and

those of the- West African languages. Very often, failures

to use articles. Lnd in certain constructions prepositions,

pronouns, or other parts Of speech that would be required

in Engligh, contribute to the unusual naturt: of the word

order of their sentence-s:

EXAMPLES }e workini,

My name-o-e;°`

41.*absence of the form of the veb "to' be"

,
In both questions and,statements the Gullah speaker omits

the auxiliary do, and in interrogative sentences he usually

placeS the subject before the verb as he does in declarative

0

, .

1 sentences. 'The question'in ;many instances can,,be distinguished

.froth the statement by intOnation. 'It many pest African
. .

,languages the word order of interrogative sentences is very

often just like'that of statements.
-

EXAMPLES Where-he been? (has deleted)

She going with,you? (is deleted)
' 0

Y' understaxie? w(do 'deleted) . .,

. .

'The practice in Gtalah of 'opening a sentence with its

. subject or object and° cif repeating, this sub jest ey'abject

1
t'

by the use of h personal pronoun is quite common.. Also

this type wbrd order, may be 'found in several West Afrfean

languages.,

7.;

:21
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x.XAMPLES My sister, she is a nurse.

That ball player, he-swingin't cool an''wil'.

Morpholoy

Some 'similarities in form between the nouns, pronounst.and verbs

of Gullah and those of the West African languages and Black American'

English may be consideied,under such categories as number, tense,-
Y3.1.

and case.

1. Number of Nouns.. Most Gullah nouns have the same forms

in both the singular and in the plural. They use a

qualifying demonstrative' pronoun or a numeral .adjective.
c

This practictis common in 'many .viest African languages.

21.AMPLES 'I got five sister.

Dat lad done foun' eight dollar an''five cent

2. Number of Verbs. No distinction is made in form between

the ,singular and the .0=4 of the Gullah verb which is also
.

the case in many West African langm.gcs.
.

.

EXAMPUS I do L run
,

. . .
.

. .

you do you run
6

4

1 )

he, she, it do he, she, it run

we do .

% .- we- run

)''
0

4)1.1 do 1.1.y.ou run

r. -
they do -;. : they run

..... ,

***absence of the/3rd persbn singular barker -s or --es
r

'22
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3. 'Case ,_of, Nouns. Nouns in Gullah have the same -form in all
.

cases which are uninflected. In nacres of relationship in

Ewe, the ge:Litive is similarly uninflected. Only its

pOsition in the sentence can show the case of a noun, in

Ibo. The position of a noun is the indicator of the

possessive singular of-the noun in Ga.

EXAMPLES Bill car is down the street.

They be studyin' at'Rita house.

***absence of the ('s) or the possessive case marker

'A Few Word Formations

The'Gullah and the West African language speakers use many

methods of fprming words that are so frequently used intnglish.

1. The Use of Groups or Words for Parts of Speech.
.

.

Rather than use a single verb to express the action,.
.

frequently the Gullah user will employ a group 'of words

to,deseribe the nature of an action. In,the West African ., .,

r.. ,
. , . .

--Ai.

languagd'S, numerous piamples of, the used of a group of'words
.

K__, 1
. , .

ox' a sentence which is
.

equivalent in English to a noun, verb,
\

-,. e
,

. ,.

adjective, adverb some other part of speech may be foutd.

EXA1PL1,,S She didn' do nothinl..

They might can come.

.lielniglit would play in the game if he ain' sick

/
'ete liseta would fight his playmates.

'Reduplicated Forms. In Gullah many reduplicated forms are

\

used to infensifY the 'meanings of wordsl'as is the case withR

many West African languages whib.h employ reduplicated forms

for a great variety of usages.

23
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EXAMPLES ; "me, ylbeeil at.

I acnelopught two pencil and laus three book.

They don' ha no money..

All done did thpu7Ct except y1 611 me.

Onomatopoetic Exuessions. Gullah, N4 the West African\

langu,,ges.are rich.in onomatopoetic expressions.

,

EXAMPLES ***Refer" to Clarence Major's Dictionary

of Afro-American Slam,

Sounds

Turner makes the following revealing statements about sounds,;.

Gullah and the West African languages -. Statements one should consider

`as lie analyzes ,Black American English today;_

The sounds of Gullah show many striking .resemblances to
those of several:West African languages. When the African
came. to the United States and encounteredin Englishlicounds

',not present in hiS native language, he did what any 'other
person.to lhom English was a foreign lahguage.would have
done under similar circumstances-4-he substituted sounds_
"from his own language which appeared to him to resemble
most cluely those.EngliSh sounds 'i ich were unfamiliar
to'him.w

f
,Gullahs are inclined wheel prono cing Ehglish words or

syllables that end In a consonant either. to add or to drop

the consonant. The tendency to avoid certain consonant

combinations either by inserting a vowel bethen the consonant'

or more frequently by dropping one of them is evident. In

some West African ,languages every syllable ends in a vowel.'

, (tile many consonant clusters,at the ends of words avoided.

EXAMPLES deletion of -d, -ed, final -t and -d,

as in---tes'; des'; bull.; Q01'; toun'

OMB

to
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Intbnation.

The following is Turner's findings about intonation in Guallahp

uhd in 'the West African languages:

Probably no characteristic of the Gullah Negro's.
1/4

speech appears so strange_to one who hears this .

dialect for the first time as its intonation. To
under8tand fully the intonation of. Gullah one will
have to turn to those (lest African tome languages /

spoken by the slaves who were being brought to
South Carolina and Georgia continuallyluntil prac-
tically the beginning of the Civil idark Among
these tone' lailguage&'are Mendel'VO.v Tii, Fante,

'te, Ewe, Yoruba, Ibo, Bini, gift, ex' few 'others.
. . . w The tones of Gullah wor4s.de n t distin-
guish meanings as do tones .n African tone languages.'
There a ;e in Gullah,:however,.seVeral intonation ''.,,

patterns used in sentences, phrases, aid words%
that 'are quite common in the African]: ages bUt
are used in Qultivated English under s liar
conditions.721

,

StuRes centeredaround African languages ( lthough.these

languages do have some features common to many o her languages)

have helpridlinguists and educe(ors see that the black dialeCt is

not the language of a group of ignorant savages. Instead, iroM theSe

studies these scholars might possibly see some relationships between.*-

the tlack dialect and the West African languages an affiliii-

tion with African heritage and background). The relationships

between black and white sPeech'may be seen in a study of creolized

and pidginized languages.

Raven and Virginia McDavid immediately recognized that the

real impact of Turner'b study would lead to the rejection of

many negative notions about the black American dialect:

Afnidanisms in the 2ullah Dialect,' dispels
effectively the notions that-the American Negro.
lost all his language and' his culture under the
impact of chattel slavery and the plantation.

1/4

25
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1

,
.

Turnpr s overt statement-is .impressi ve enough: that
an investigation of Gullah speech discloses several
thbusand it s esumably derived,from the language,
of the pacts of.A a from which' were l

taken. Blit the implicit conclusiOns are yet more
.' tthpressive: that ,many structural .features of- Gullah'.

are' qlso to. 4e found in creolized languages of South
"America and the baribbeant'in the pidgin-lik0 trade'
English of West.Afrlcatiand in many Ilfrican

. languages--this preservatibn.of fundamental struc-
tural traits is a more d'ogent\atgument for the rm.:.
portance of the African element in the Gullah dialect
(and, by inference, in the tot'lity of Guilah,culture)
than, any hunber of d ta s of cabulary. . . .

Turner 'b wor eady made. Scholars aware of the
importance o tiOr loan background in-American
Negro speech. . . .

Scholars who study, Black Americah English in' the future

phquld take inVaccount the` dispelling *of deceptive and dislading

as well as sXbntyd information and natativa notions as they attempt.

to "indycate,ttat there.is no speech form identifiable as if Negro

origin'solply on the basis of, Negro physical chgiacteriSticS!' and
Ai

as they attempt to "sholi that it is probable 'U.:A some speech

f`.
forms of' Negroes.' -and even of some whites- -may be derived from an

\,-

rAftican cultftal background by the normal pracesSei pf cultural.
. . .

-transp4ssioh."23, As'preseikt day linguistresent carefully
;

researched information about Black American English, they/mtght

i .

al60 proauce positive notions whiCh.might have a great effect upon
. 4%, .

teachers and school administrators., Positive notions about the
. . . .

..origins and development of Black American English could be
f

instrumental in changing. negative attitudes th...,t Many educators
.

. . -
. i

and students have aboUt the usefulness ,din the cl&ssropm and in the

community) and the effectiveness of Black Amel'ican English and ,about
, 0 .

its users.

26
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In spite of the revelations made by Oi of the carefully

S
... .

*4 .i.
researched information nd studieir that show the legiltimate cc:m-

.

a
.

.
.

t.

.1

municative.and effective use of alaiAmerican English dialects in

- .appropriate situations, many teachers believe that the use of

Non - standard American English di,alects and/or Black American English
. , .. . . .

in the classrodm only re-enforces "wrong or bad English." Black

Amprican English and other Non-standard American.Englfsh dialects

are not "wrong op bad English." -These Non-standard American
- English

7

dialects may and shdUld be used in appropriate situations and -settings;

hence, the, type of person and the nature of the place and situation

or environment will determine the appropriateness of the. use. ;Of a

partiCular'dialeq4

Before the English composition teacher begins to use the BLACK

AMERICAN ENGLI,SH CODE-SWITCHING TECHNIQUE which is first presented

here, he 'must establish a tone for its use in the classroom en-

,IiironmeAt. He must conduct brief discussions of the history
-

of the Englishlanguage wi Standard English; mnd the origins and the
,

development of American ,English, standard American English, Black

American English and `the other 'Non-standard American English dialects.

He must also show the students that Black American English.ib'a

legitimate communication device, that it should and can be effectively.

used in appropriate environments, and that Standard American English
,

'should be learned for proper shifting and commuacating (orally and

-in writing)when the need (mainly economical, socialoccupational,

educational) arises in our complex American Ociety.

27
efr
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Before the teacher can get Non-standard American English or

Black American English users to learn Standard American EngliSh, he

must get them.to'see the need for it, and he rit2t motivate that to
f

practice using Standard Ametican English through interesting, ,appropriate-

and not boring lessons. The teaching process must be a developmental.
-

-

sequential and daily one which establishes new concepts and. ideas

about language, reading and vocabulary as well as about written and

oral composition skillA rather than through the repetition of a long ,

list of disconnected drills and exercises.

There are many known techniqueg'that have been used to get
i- *

,

i Non-standard American English and Black American English users to use,
I
!

I

PIP

Standard American English. Most of these techniques have embraced

the'use of methods applied to the learning of a foreign language or

tha learning of a secotd dialect. These methods include the

comparing and contrasting of the.two language systems. These drills
1

and/or exercises shoW the
I.

students Non-standar(Cand Standard Englf-Sh

for the same feature to be learned to help the students distinguish

between the dialects or language systems. Irwin Feigenbaum has

developed interesting oral Discrimination, Identifies n, Translation,

and Response drills which may be used for brief p ods of time on a

rdgular basis in the class, causing and requiring the students to

use natural Standard American English. Ht believes that Non-standar(d.

English can be useftil in teaching Standard American English* when the

teacher stresses ,only real problem areas. 24
Ruth I. Golden't

Improving Patterns of LanEuage U.t ge also uses pattern practice

drills In attempting' to help students' to shift from one language

system 'to the..othcr.,
25 .San Sgt C. lins,Pattern Practice is another

.

work that attempts, to get, black Enk,lish users to use Standard English
0.

in appropriate and natural situations. 26
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The BLLCK AM...RICAN EUGLISH CODE-S4TCHING TECHNIQUF, first,
presented and advocated here for use in the English composition

classroom exclusively and freely uses Black American English (often
"

ridiculed and'stigmatized), and it also"uses the aural-:oral method

or linguip,tiec, method and a writing teaching method, Thislis a

teaching.tvhnique designed not to teach the students anything new,

buAto help them to easily and naturally shift from one linguistic'

system to another. Hence-the use of Black American English in the

classroom as a legitimate linguistic system can,1 help students to

speak and to write Standard American English when the need, arises

and can help them to change negative attitudes towards Non-standard

dialect users and their dialects.

White and black student, in the oral and written English

composition class can be first diagnosed by the teacher at the begin;-
examined r

hing of the term or semester and Continuously/ (,through 'their written

and oral assignments) to Aetermine what dialect -interferer es or

features or so-called "errors " are found-in assignments of these

students. The teacher (both-black and white) who Uses .Bla American

English as a teaching tool must first familiatite himself w th the

basic features of the Non-standard American dialect. Ralph W. Fasold

and Walter A. Wolfram, in my opinion, have produced'thel:tesi descriprm

,tion of Black American Englishgrammatically and phonole ically--

for the average teacher who does or does not have the ad antage of

outstanding training In the areas of linguistics and dialectology.

This reference is made to their Some Linguistic Peatutes of Negro

29
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DIalegt.1127The teacher does not have to be fluent in speaking Black

American English, but he should be aware of and able to recognize
I

dialect interfbrenees with Standard American'English. He must"

determine whether the dialect interferences used by the students are

features of Black American English. He should then properly in

indriridual and separate lessons present the comparing and/or contrast-

ing between the Standard American English and the Bladk American English

feature or dialect interference the students may be using.

There are a few basic factors that the teacher himself for his

own benefit must establish about the dialect interferences or,features

. which make these particular dialect interferences outstanding enough'

for any extended coverage in lessons for this type of code-switching

teaching, Some of the dialect features are regional in nature and

carry no stigma; whereas, others carry a definite social stigma and

may be damaging to the users economically and socially in certain

situations in America. These features set aside"social groups from

others. The teacher should emphasize features that may be considered

stereotypical in nature.

The teacher's selection of features or dialect interferences

for code-switching teaching is Accessary. He should select the

smalleepossible number of features to be learned and stressed, and

he should teach these well and adequately. The features selected

for study in the class. should be those that follow general rules

that gover4on-standard dialect usage. The dialect interferences or .

features that are selected for emphasis in the BLACk AMIIHICAN ENGLISH

3 0
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CODE-SWITCHING UCHNIQUE should be the grammatical-features before

the phonological )eatures. Sometimes these features intertwine to

prolfiuce certain stigmatizing features. General dialect features

should alto'be determined and stressed before regional features.

Classroom emphasis upon dialect interferences should be determined

by the frequency of the features as they are found in the students'

assignments.

,

Teaching codez.switching with the Black American English dialect

"rules" as opposed to the traditional Standaisd American English rules
.

-(usually found'in most traditional grammqr books) makes students

aware of the dialectal usage that affects them daily, and it gives

i
them a basis for their dialect shiftine'in a way that is not done

Gtraditionally. The BLLCK AMERICAN ENGLISH E-SWITCHING TECHNIQUE

proposed here.requires a basic consideration of the information_

present,d above. 'It also requires the:establishemnt of "rules"

(based upon Fasold and Wolfram's description) or dialect interferences

or'features into a set of "general rules" that Compare and/or contrast

Black American English with Standard American English usage.

These General Caetgories of "rules" my fall ttpOr thelpasic

characteristics of many Non-standard dialects. Thee characteristics

are Substitution, Simplification, Redundancy or Respeti.tion.or
and

Addition, /Reduction or Deletion or Omission in certain linguistic

environments. The students are given the mea:i4g of, each of these,_
t

general Categories and are shown how these apply to the " rules" or

features or dialect interferences they have used in their oral and

written Compositions.: This will hopefully help them to, remember the

3I ,
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areas, or categories under which their dialect interferences-fall,

and, hence, will help them tc switch of shift when theneed arises..
.

As a dialect intelltrence is discovered in an assignment, for example,

in the case of the absence of -s in 3rd person singular preSent tense

verbs in Black American English, the studentsare told that tohe.",rule"

fallS under the category of Deletion or Reduction or Omission; the

same category could phonologically apply to the deletion pf:-d, -ed,

- t, -st, or -sk at the ends of certain words in Black American English.

Ora+epetition-manipulation pattern pracPices and written fluency

dialogues, drilli and exercises that sound natural when. used in

sentences that have interest and meaning for the listener and the

students may be effective to aid in the shift'from one dialect to the

other. The drills, dialogues, exercises, and en composition

revisions must alsous sentences that imp ove vocabualry, punctuation

and spelling. These-types of Itsentence may also contain important

information about the students''c eer choices and goals and/or

.similar type constructive _end meaningful enridhment type sentences-
.

(i.e., literature, history, current eVents,avocations).

reminders about the Geneeal Category of the dialect interference or

"rule" as it appears in the students' work will re-enforce2its use

in the students' oral and written compositions.

The English composition teacher should also be awarb of sfa

much information and many researched facts about the effectiVeness of

the use of Non-standard English and Black American English, other
.

learning and teaching activities, strategies, approaches, and methods.

His use of such materials might hopefully solve some of th9 many
-
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problems he faces daily in his composition classes. As he attempts
. . ,

to improveethe English compositions of his students, he must remain
...

open - minded and ever willing to.try,tcaching strategies he has nev

triLd befo e in his classes to help his students communicate better

and more f uently. 'irst, the teachei must put into practice'some

innovative concepts in his teaching of' English composition. He needs

to learn s much as possible about the various dialects hib students

use. He also needs to be aware of the similarity between btandard

colloqui 1 oral English and Non-'s'tandard English dialects -- especially

Black A erican English. .

anging his negativeattitudes (if ne has any) towards his

students' linguistic and cultural backgrounds and help ng his students

to ,do the same are main goals for,each English composition teacher.

More attention needs to be given to fluency than to correctness in

the evaluation of language assignments.(oraiand written).' The

-teacher should be aware of the ideas.that "right" medns speech that

appropriate to a situation and "wrong" means speech that is likely to

pu't the students (or speakers to a disadvantage. Emphasis should

be-plaCed upon the fact that the use of'Non-standard dialects can
. .

harm individuals at sometime, but the speakers should be encouraged.
. mou

to retain their native dialects and to use them when they are in

home and community situations, only shifting dialects when necessary, _

In addition,' the teacher who is interested in improving instruction

in oral and written,English composition mayi,also use the followilm

teaching strategies, activities, methods, aids, and approaches that

4
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c.

freely use and apply features 'of and information.itbout Black American

English, other.Non-standard American dialects, and Stat.:told American

English; and that ahow the close relationship between the diver.se

I
cultural, social and ethnical backgrounds and language usage in

America:

1'

1. After appropriate diagnosis and examination of stildential

compositions (oral and written), use the BLACK AMERICAN

ENGLISH CODE- SWITCHING TECHNIQUE (oral and written)

drills, exercises,dialogues, and conversations-in the

English composition classroom when is necessary for

shifting from Non-standard to Standard English.

2. Discuss the history anPth.e development of the English

language.

3. Discuss the history and the development of .StandardEnglish.

4. Discuss the-history and the development of American.English.

5. Discuss the history and the, development of Standard American

nglish:
6

6. Discuss the origins and the development of Black American

English and other relevant 'social and regional NonA-standard

Americah dialects.

7. Examine various dictionaries--the Dictionary of American
.

$ .
.

.

English, the Dictionary of Americanisms, the Dictionarir'of

Afro-American Slang, and the Oxford English Dictionary.

Discuss the lexical richness (borrowings) in American

English and Americanisms.
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,.Play representations of different. American English (Standard_

and,Nonstandard) dialects.

Discuss how, language- operates in 'the ommunication process.

Discyss the concept cf language change.

Discuss he concept of dialect appropriateness.,

13. Discuss the.major dialect, areas of the United States*

14. Discuss the causes and/or effects.of cultural diversity and

language/dialeOt usage in the United States.

15. Discuss the use of the dialect atlas and the various dialect

atlases of .the klnited States.

1-16. Discuss thetybes of American English.

17. DiSQUSS the styles. f American English'.
American

18. Have students classify and use various black/verbal strategies

examplesthrough the presentatibn of oral and/or written e

(i.e., jiving, running qt down, copping.a plea; rapping,

shucking, signifying,. and sounding).
' American

19. Make the students, aware ,of the black /folk- literary tradition

(i.e., black fo4,tales, blues,/spirituals, ballads, jokes,

and secular songs by anonymous dad/khownblack American)

writers),and its 'effective use of Black American English.
,-,

. .

.

21. Show the students some examples of the use of Black American
:

English in the maps media (e.g., mo-ee and television).
Y1 , __-_J

. -21. Discuss the noteffectof theme diversity of American dialects
j. r ---,^-----... 4 ,..i

1 upon basic communication in the United States.
. ,

.,

22. Have 'students write and present orally skit's for role play.iiig

in Black American:English and Standard American English and

practice the use of each dialect in appropriate, situtions.

5

\
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23'. Use black American folk literary tradition materials (written

or spoken) which make use of Black American English for

the BLACK i.NLRICAN ENGLISH CCDE-SWITCHING TEMIQUE drills,

exercises,e'tc.

24. Play word games.

25. Conduct verbal contests.
4

26. Present and dri contrasting minimal pairs of words

(in Black crican English' to Standad American English)

to shift to"Standard American English spelling and pronuncia-

tion.

27., Discuss dialect interferences found prima ily in written

, compositions as opposed to those dialec interferences found

'mainly in oral compositions.

28. Discuss the' similarity between Standard ,aolloquial'oral

English and Non-standard American dialects, especially Black

American English.

29; Use group methods with interchange between Non-standard

English speakers and Standard English speaker.

30. Provide many opportunities for students to use their own

native dialects in classroom,situations.

31. Discuss the concept of ;egional, cultural andloqiai (home,

peer group) language and usage.

32. DiscuSs the idea of respect /id tolerance for'language

and dialdct.divergences.

36
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33. Have students write and/or speak Vbn-standard dialect

themes'(fiction'or non-fiction) based upon folk American

,literatufe with em2hasis upon Black American English dialect

usage,

34. DiscusS students' occupational goals and other needs for

the use'of Standard English in American society:.

35. Read and discuss the use of various klon-standard dialects

in folk American literature.

. It is hopeful that the English composition teacher who uses and

applies the above mentioned information in his classroom will get

better and'more fluent, oral and written compositions from his students

and will also develop positive attitudes in them in regards to the

effective use of certain Standard and Non-standard American dialects
-

for appropriate situations and environments (cultural, socials.edu-.

cationals_ocOupational),

37
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